
Tourist or Pilgrim? 

The Tourist… The Pilgrim… 

Focuses preparation on what will be needed 
to maximize monetary investment and be 
comfortable 

Focuses preparation on understanding the 
context about to be entered, and by 
reflecting on how the trip will result in 
personal transformation as well as positive 
impacts for local people 

Seeks historical “tourist sites” and 
interesting facts 

Seeks to interpret historical sites to reveal 
present-day truths about him/herself and 
interaction with the world 

Observes Immerses 

Travels, tours, and returns home Sees the trip as a continuing journey that 
includes home 

Interacts mainly with fellow tourists and 
designated locals 

Interacts as much as possible with people in 
the communities being visited 

Plays it as safe as possible Is willing to take some risks and challenges 
to enter deeper into the local context 

Seeks famous places and sites Seeks places that reveal stories, often off 
the beaten track 

Seeks comfort and familiarity  Recognizes hardship and discomfort are part 
of the learning and transformation process 

Generally avoids local people unless they are 
part of services needed to accommodate the 
tourist 

Emphasizes the importance of encountering 
and engaging with local people 

Returns home to show pictures of places 
visited 

Returns home to tell the stories of the 
people and culture encountered on the 
journey, and stories of personal change 

Uses own culture as a reference point for 
behaviour and interactions 

Discovers as much as possible about the 
local culture and uses it as a reference point 
for behaviour and interactions 

Returns home more or less the same person, 
with new geographical knowledge 

Returns home a person changed by the 
reflections and interactions generated by the 
journey 

 

“There never was a pilgrim who did not come back to his village with  
one less prejudice and one more idea.” 

—François-René Chateaubriand, 19th-century French writer 
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